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THE LANGUAGE ARTS FEAST

IN A

CHARLOTTE MASON EDUCATION

NOTEBOOKS

Your child will need the following notebooks to correspond with this packet:
1. Copywork- A lined notebook for copywork.
2. Composition- A lined composition book for composition assignments.

COPYWORK

These passages are taken from the term’s reading, but don’t necessarily
match week to week. Have your student do the copywork daily. It will take
SEVERAL days to finish copying the passage. Focus on accuracy and
perfection over speed. Spend only 5-10 minutes each day. Depending on
your child's ability, finishing the entire passage in a single week may not be
realistic. If the passage has not been completed once the week is up, simply
move on to the next week. Again, aim for quality over quantity. Over time,
students will build up their stamina.

SPELLING AND DICTATION

In a Charlotte Mason education, spelling is learned through studied dictation.
Dictation wasn’t usually utilized in the high school years. If you feel like your
child can still benefit from studied dictation. Have them study the passage
they used for their weekly copywork.

GRAMMAR

By the time your child is in tenth grade, they will have most likely had a thorough
grammar education. If your child still could benefit from grammar instruction and
hasn’t completed the Form III Grammar book included for this year, please use that
resource. Your child might also benefit from the Kahn Academy SAT Grammar Prep
which can be found here: https://www.khanacademy.org/test-prep/sat/satreading-writing-practice#new-sat-writing-grammar
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INTRODUCTION
COMPOSITION

In Forms IV, students have composition assignments in their student packets.
These are based on their readings and include a variety of written genres. This
is the time to teach them some elements of effective written communication.
Students in these forms will also have a separate composition time in their
schedule to work on longer written narrations and/ or make final drafts of a
weekly narration. There is an editing checklist in the back of this packet to help
your child edit their final drafts. There is also a rubric you can use to grade
these final drafts if that is something you need for your records. I don’t
recommend sharing these grades with your child, as Miss Mason
recommended not to. See these final drafts as an opportunity to teach your
child some fundamentals of effective writing and conventions of proper
grammar.
You will need the following book in order to complete the composition
assignments in this packet: The Art of Writing English by Meiklejohn. A free
copy can be found here: https://archive.org/details/artwritingengli00meikgoog
In addition to the composition assignments in this packet, Form IV students
will be completing daily oral and written narrations. One written narration per
subject per week is recommended. You can read more about narration in the
Teacher’s Manual or online Parent Packet.
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Term 1
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WEEK 1 ASSIGNMENTS
COPYWORK
Choose a passage from Hamlet and copy it into your copybook.

COMPOSITION
1.

Read Ch. 1 and 2 in The Art of Writing English.

2. Write a neat and clear paragraph about the pages you just read on
composition. How does one learn the “art of writing?”
3. Weekly Written Narrations (either typed or in narration notebook):
History
Literature
Geography
Natural History
Current Events
4. Science Narration in science notebook (either typed or in science notebook):
Narration of readings
Narration of lab
5. Final draft of one written narration or composition assignment.
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WEEK 2 ASSIGNMENTS
COPYWORK
Copy the poem “On Virtue”. *See Morning Time packet or here: https://
www.poetryfoundation.org/poems/45466/on-virtue

COMPOSITION
1.

Read Ch.3 in The Art of Writing English and write a paragraph on how to write
good sentences.

2. Type or write the poem “On Virtue” in your own words.
3. Weekly Written Narrations (either typed or in narration notebook):
History
Literature
Geography
Natural History
Current Events
4. Science Narration in science notebook (either typed or in science notebook):
Narration of readings
Narration of lab
5. Final draft of one written narration or composition assignment.
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